PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
OCTOBER 4, 2018To:
Bert
From: Gwendolyn Mingo
At a minimum closely listen to:
00139
Emre Urali
Tablet 002
Tape Blocked from Admission in Court
Emre’s taped conversation happened after the Court ordered me to be out of my home in
10 days. I held my mouth to see what Emre’s plans were and to try to get him to honor
Madison’s promise that I could stay in the house until July.
TABLET 002 Is currently blocked from entry in the record by Judge Colombo.
It clearly shows the mortgage was paid off by Washington Mutual with credit life
insurance before Chase got it.
The lady talking is the Director of Chase’s Corporate Headquarters. She says there was
nothing in the file and they only had it because the law requires banks to keep files of
paid off mortgages 5 – 7 years.
00139 Emre shows he, the judges, and others are planning to slander my name in the
newspapers, take my house and lot after spreading negative information about me that I
am a liar, low life, devil, etc. Finally they plan to lock me up (like Kwame).
The tape of US Bank proves the never had a mortgage in my name or my husband’s
name so no mortgage was paid off by Madison to US Bank. I do not know what they
planned to do with the money if I paid them. Looks like they never paid $280,000.00.
How this happened is a BIG Question.
Emre’s DVD also shows a connection with my last attorney and the one before him that I
asked the Court to fire.
Next. Notice Emre mentions the lien in the tape.
This shows he is connected to the guy who put the lien on my property and knew about
the lien when he got the titlework and deed. Because of the lien Madison’s title work is
fraudulent because Madison could not have gotten clear title if the lien was on the title
work.
Lastly. He should be sued for slander and making threats to my health, safety, and
Welfare. Who talks to a person the first time like he did and assumes that person is all
Those things. His anger accelerated as well as the criminal accusations any time I
questioned if he paid for the mortgage. I felt I needed to listen in order to understand him.

